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Paramnesia Description Nora Edwards finally has everything she wants out of life, including the boy of her dreams, until one night that dream turns into a nightmare. On their way home from prom, Nora and Andrew are attacked by a supernatural creature called the Revenant that sucks the souls out of the living in order to feed itself. Nora manages to escape from the creature, but Andrew is not as fortunate. Although Nora suffers loss that night, she gains something as well: the ability to see the dead, including her recently deceased boyfriend. Whether the skill is a gift or a curse is yet to be determined, since those around her assume Nora's erratic behaviour is due to "paramnesia," a disorder in which a person confuses dreams with reality. She's also attracted the attention of the Revenant's masters, who need to preserve the secret of their supernatural existence and will stop at nothing to prevent her from talking. Nora, along with Andrew and her living and dead allies in the Deadish Society, quickly finds herself in a battle for her life—and the souls of her city.
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Advance Praise for Paramnesia "Brian Wilkinson's debut is an exhilarating celebration of the imagination." - Scott Carter, author of Blind Luck, Barret Fuller's Secret "Paramnesia is a haunting story of a teenage girl whose life has been changed. Nora is a strong, fighting girl who you can't help but root for; her story will have your heart racing!" - Victoria, Grade 12 student "Paramnesia is a book that haunts me still to this day! The story is captivating, intense, and haunting. This is a book I will read for years." - Tamrin, Grade 12 student "A thrilling read: Paramnesia is unforgettable!" - Robin, Grade 12 student
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Brian Wilkinson Biography Brian Wilkinson attempts to juggle multiple careers as an author, high school teacher, and librarian. He currently lives in East York, Ontario, with his wife, Catherine, and his two children, Owen and Nora, who served as the inspiration for the main characters in his first novels, Battledoors: The Golden Slate and Paramnesia.  Brian was born and raised in Guelph, Ontario, where he attended the University of Guelph and received a BA in English Literature. He continued his writing career by earning a diploma in Journalism from Humber College, and applied those skills by working as a reporter for the Toronto Sun, the Toronto Star, and EYE Weekly, as well as serving as a co-publisher for the comic news site ComiXfan, and an editor for Humber Etcetera, where he won a Columbia Scholastic writing award for first-person column-writing. He was even lucky enough to realize a lifelong dream by writing for Marvel Comics when he wrote X-Men: The 198 Files.
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Author Photo
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Marketing Plan for Paramnesia Toronto Book Launch Event  Local Author Tour of Bookstores, Schools, and Related Outlets Book Signings and Reading Appearances Print, Radio, and Television Campaign Online Publicity Campaign Social Media Campaign including Goodreads, Facebook, and Twitter Literary Festival Submissions Media Interviews Author Guest Posts NetGalley Listings for Targeted Reviewers
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Press Release for Paramnesia For Immediate Release Summary: Toronto author prepares to release two new young adult fantasy series set in Ontario (TORONTO, ON) October 2017 - Toronto teacher and author Brian Wilkinson is preparing for the launch of not one but two new young adult fantasy novels: Battledoors: The Golden Slate  and  Paramnesia,  Book 1 in the Deadish Chronicles. Both books mark the beginnings of multi-part series that Wilkinson has set in Ontario and dedicates to his young children.  Battledoors: The Golden Slate  tells the story of Owen, a lonely sixteen-year-old still reeling from the unexpected death of his mother and a fresh move to Toronto. After ducking into an old bookstore to escape high school bullies, Owen discovers that he can travel to a parallel, twisted version of the city with a magical tablet called a Battledoor, where he encounters new allies, bizarre creatures, and the ultimate antagonist who will stop at nothing to procure the magical Golden Slate for himself.  In Paramnesia, Nora has everything she wanted out of life, including the boy of her dreams, until one night that dream turned into a nightmare. On their way home from prom, Nora and her boyfriend are attacked by a supernatural creature called the Revenant that sucks the souls out of the living in order to feed itself. Nora manages to escape from the creature, and discovers that she has the ability to see the dead. Now, along with fellow members of the Deadish Society, she finds herself in a battle for the souls of her city while trying to convince those around her that what she sees are not dreams but are indeed reality.  Wilkinson's books were inspired by the arrival of his children into his life. "In the months leading up to my son's birth, I was looking around the house and thinking of the various things that belonged to me that he might want to hold on to as he grew up. None of it seemed important enough. It was just stuff," Wilkinson says.
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"So I decided to write him a book and that's how Battledoors came into being. When my daughter came along nearly three years later, I repeated the process with Paramnesia. These books are gifts to my children that hopefully they won't mind sharing with my future readers!" Placing Battledoors: The Golden Slate and Paramnesia in Ontario was a deliberate choice by the author. "Setting the books in Canada, Toronto and Guelph in particular, just made sense," Wilkinson says. "I'm a proud Canadian and love to show off two of our beautiful cities. Another reason is that I'm from Guelph and now live in Toronto, so writing what you know adds a layer of authenticity to the works.  "It's a way to show that the magic of storytelling can impact any place, any time, and let every person out there who reads it wonder what possibilities lie just outside their own doors." Battledoors: The Golden Slate and Paramnesia are being published by Blue Moon Publishers and marketed by DigiWriting, both firms based in Toronto, Canada. They are scheduled to be released in April of 2018. For more information about these titles, please visit www.bluemoonpublishers.com .  
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Contact Information Blue Moon Publisher e: [email protected] w: www.bluemoonpublishers.com t: @BlueMoonPbh f: facebook.com/BlueMoonPublishers g: goodreads.com/user/show/31984217-blue-moon-publishers



Brian Wilkinson w: bewilkinson.wordpress.com t: twitter.com/the7thparallel f: facebook.com/the7thparallel g: goodreads.com/author/show/17198852.Brian_Wilkinson i: instagram.com/bewilkinson77/ y: youtube.com/channel/UCTU0P3kfu7vbjf9Poje9nuA 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Q&A with Brian Wilkinson Q. Have you always wanted to be a writer? A. In some ways, this is a strange question because I can't honestly remember a time when I wasn't a writer, nor do I remember actively planning to be one. When you're young and look to the future, you sometimes talk about what you want to be when you grow up (and for the record, I said “train conductor”) but no one really asks you what you already are. I remember at one point telling my mother that I was a writer. She asked me what I had written. “Nothing,” I said. She looked puzzled, naturally, but let it go. But all the same, it was the truth. I was a writer who didn't write. It was a skill I knew I had but one I hadn't yet bothered to exercise. And, to be honest, one that I was afraid to fully try out in case I found myself to be completely deluded. Turns out, I'm not crazy. I can write! At the same time, I'm still not fully the writer I'm supposed to be or that I think I'm supposed to be. Not yet, anyway. I have miles of road to put behind me and many new things to learn. I don't even do it as a full time job (I'm a teacher and librarian) so I also feel, from a lifestyle and economic standpoint, that I still have some miles to cover. Q. What inspired you to begin writing your novel? Did you draw from personal experiences? A. I was a writer who didn't write and I needed incentive to begin. Like most things, my writing began out of necessity, or the feeling of necessity. When my wife and I found out that we were expecting our first child, I was beyond thrilled. Being a father is the most important job I have and will ever have and I wanted some way to mark it and make sure that it counted. I would stay up and think about my unborn son and wonder what it was that I would leave to him one day as a token of my love for him. I found myself looking around my house, and rather morbidly, wondering what here would matter to him if I died. What would he want to keep? I thought about my own father and what I would want to hold on to after he passes on, and couldn't think of anything tangible. I wanted to leave my son something that would matter. Something that was for him that represented who I was and what I could do and how much I cared for him. I started writing in the months before he was born and finished Battledoors the day before he was born. The main character is named for him and many of the lessons, thoughts, and experiences in that book (not literally, of course, as I've never fought a Blue Moon Publishers
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man who can blend into shadows), come from my own life. If anything were ever to happen to me, at least my son would have this book. When my daughter was born two and a half years later, I had to repeat the task. Paramnesia features a character named after her, takes place in my home town, and references many things that again mean something to me. Both books are love letters to my children. Along the way, I discovered that I was a writer who COULD write and who took extreme joy from writing. My stories were good and were worth listening to and sharing. Hopefully, even though these books are for my kids, they won't mind sharing them with the rest of the world. Q. Which aspects of the writing process come most naturally to you? A. Writing is a strange process that comes naturally but it needs a little coaxing. You can't force writing, at least for me, because that never works. Forcing writing is a little bit like trying to lose weight by sitting yourself down in front of a piece of cake when you haven't eaten in a week and saying “DON'T EAT THIS.” It just doesn't work. It has to be a state of mind. If I clear my head and my thoughts and just allow myself to daydream, then the ideas start coming. Usually they bubble up in moments that the characters will experience or a place they'll visit. Then my daydream goes to how they will deal with those places. What they might say. How they would act. At this point, I'm not writing anything. I don't commit to anything. Eventually, the daydream gets more and more elaborate and more and more interesting to me. At that point, if I don't write it down, then it's often lost forever. There have been more than a few ideas that have gone that way. It's not that I didn't want them, but often they come when it's inconvenient to write them down... usually I'm driving, on a long walk, sleeping/half asleep, or otherwise engaged. The trick is to NOT forget or to jot down the ideas in rough so that you can play with them later. The dreaming is easy. Conveying that dream takes a bit more work. Dialogue is easy. Everything is a conversation or an examination of the world around us. Think about every conversation you've ever had and the twists and turns it can take. I just have to have that conversation for two or more. Sometimes just for one where the character is arguing with him or herself. Something I learned from people like Joss Whedon (Buffy/Angel), is that each character needs to have a reason to be there. They all need a function, a quirk, or a trait that sets them apart. Then you build on that trait. Action adjusts to the quirks and their takes. Stories adjust to how the characters would relate. How does the jock get along with the princess? How does the criminal interact with the priest? Already you can see the differing dynamics coming into play, and that's where the true gems come from. Then the plot directs the flow of these characters and personalities around. Don't get me wrong... the plot is key. But without good characters to drive it, you Blue Moon Publishers
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don't care or you don't invest enough energy to think about that book or story once you've put it down and walked away. Q. Which aspects of the writing process present more of a challenge? How do you overcome them? A. Much like anything, it's getting into the head space. First thing on Monday morning, you don't much feel like working as hard as you can. You just had the weekend off! You complain, you moan, you're tired. It's a drag. Even if you like your job, forcing yourself to do it is no fun. So, how do I get over that? Usually I go for a walk, go for a drive, or do anything where my mind can wake up. I let the ideas come and then by the time I have a head full of stories I not only want to write them down, but I NEED to write them down. Then I'm good to go. The biggest challenge is to make sure you are passionate about what you're doing. Not everything is going to be your best work, but what matters is that it's work worth doing. As long as it feels good and you enjoy the process, then you push forward. Always keep moving forward. On that note, perhaps the final challenge, at least for me, is momentum. I can get into a story, a mode, and have all the characters and their motivations and their voices humming and produce like crazy. But sometimes life interferes and you have to stop. If I stop, it can be for long stretches as I deal with my two young children or my full time career as a teacher or for the other obstacles that life throws at you. The longer the time, the harder it is to come back. The easier it is to put it off for a day. I don't really believe that I need to write every day to make it work, but I do need to dream a little. Daydream a bit. Jot things down. Then, when it's time to write and the time is there, it's a river that I happily ride down. Q. Do you have a writing routine, and if so, what does it look like? A. Most of my writing comes during the summer when I'm on break from school. There's still lots of routine as I have to drop my kids off at various programs while my wife heads off to work. I do all the driving, so often I'll think about the book I'm working on and where it is and where it might be going. Then when I get home I have to start working right away or else I won't get to it for hours. There's a window of good writing, at least for me. It seems to be between 8:30am and about 12—1 pm. After that, I'm no good. I need to stop. During that time I can get between 2500—4000 words and feel really good about where things are going. If I do more than that I'm really forcing myself, and then the pleasure is gone, and the crispness of what I'm doing is lost.
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I might not write any more after that, but sometimes I'll work ahead on plot points or details for upcoming chapters. I do my best to save the notions or ideas that came to me while I was writing and tuck them away for future use. Q. Do you have any quirky writing habits, such as a favourite snack or music playlist? A. Most of the time, I write in silence (or as much silence as my very barky dog will allow). I sit, I think, I do other things. Background noise and details all fade away. That said, if I'm going for a particular emotion or head space, then music is key. As an art form, music is emotions given bass, treble, and rhythm. There are sad songs, energetic songs, angry songs, and the rest. It can get you going if you let it and then you let the words flow from that space. I remember when I was in high school and we had a creative writing project where we could tackle any form we wanted. I actually wrote my first book then (it was terrible) and included a playlist/soundtrack at the end. Music was a way for me to show what I was thinking or feeling back then before I had the words or courage to put them out there and not fear them. I still have that book and the CD. If there was a film version of one of my books, there are definitely tracks or artists that I would push to be included. I just think that would add another level of immersion into what I was thinking. Q. Can you describe your revision and/or editorial process? A. I hate editing. I have to do it in order to make sure the story works and that everything I wanted to say is being said just right. I go through the book once I'm done and correct anything that doesn't feel good or else I expand on something that needs more detail or take things out that aren't helping move things along. In the newspaper and media world, I'm pretty good at editing. I help kids and other writers get to the point in as clear and interesting a fashion as possible. There is some pleasure in seeing something become more polished for someone else, but editing yourself is tough because you know exactly what you mean so sometimes you'll miss things that aren't as clear for others. So, I send the book to my wife, my mother, and my friend and author Scott Carter, to read for me. They let me know what is missing, if anything, and I grudgingly go back and fix it. I say grudgingly because how dare they point out that I could do something wrong?! Well, maybe I can be wrong sometimes. There usually isn't a lot for me to fix because I tend to front-load a lot of the editing process. By that I mean I plot out the general book, do a breakdown of the beats in each chapter, and then adjust things as I go along. If I add a moment in chapter 3, I might make a note to revisit that in chapter 7. I have a good faculty for remembering Blue Moon Publishers
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all these bits and pieces and then calling back to them so that there is a feeling of consistency in the book. After all of that, I let the book breathe for a while. Then I come back to it, usually a couple of months later, and read it again. I'm often shocked at what I've written as I don't always remember doing it. That's nice because it feels like fresh eyes, and almost every time I open the book I change a word or two or add a sentence here and there. Eventually, like George Lucas should have learned, I just let it go and live. Q. Have you had anything published in the past? A. My professional writing past is mostly caught up in various forms of journalism. I have worked as a reporter for the Toronto Sun, provided election coverage for the Toronto Star, done writing and editing for EYE Weekly, and several other publications in Toronto. I was the editor-in-chief of Magazine World, which is a trade magazine on the happenings in the publishing world. I was the layout editor and writer of Convergence, a similarly focused magazine. My writing always tended to have a media focus. I covered technology, gadgets, film, television, video games, and more along with traditional media stories like parades, crime, and politics. One editorial I wrote managed to win an award and I got to go to New York to receive it. I was the publisher of a comic book website called ComiXfan for a number of years. We had close ties to Marvel Comics, in particular, and had a huge following of fans and comic book creators who would use the site on a regular basis. I went to conventions and interviewed a ton of celebrities and comic professionals for the site. We had a large staff who needed guidance, editing, and general website work to keep things going. I had to learn HTML! My work at ComiXfan meant I had generated a lot of contacts at Marvel. I leveraged that into a tour of their offices in New York and many different meet ups at conventions or other appearances. Finally, I was invited to write a book for them, which was the thrill of my life. The book is called X-Men: The 198 Files. I have several copies of the title at home (sadly my first and last to date) and one of them is signed by both myself and the legendary Stan Lee whom I'd interviewed a few years before. How cool is that? The rest of my writing comes in the form of education work now. My students produce a magazine called Connected that has won Best Newspaper from the Toronto Star High School Newspaper Awards several times. I use my skills to help my students and guide them, many of whom are now going into journalism as a result. Q. What have you learned through your writing?
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A. I've learned that I can do it. I will never claim to be the best writer on Earth nor do I expect to be the most successful. But I can say with confidence that I love my stories and I believe they will have earned their space on the shelf. I learned that the best kind of legacy I can leave is the one that isn't tied up in a few photographs, hazy memories, or the impressions of others. It's the words on the page that I put there. That they will stand and last long after I'm gone. That my children get to hold part of my expressed soul in their hands for the rest of their lives. How can you beat that?
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